(2) 4>(D)f(z) = (2Tri) -1 f F(w)4>(w)e zw dw,

Jc
where the definition is independent of the particular contour C that is employed provided that we admit only contours lying within the domain of regularity of 4>. The p n (z) are the Appell polynomials (3) generated by 4>{w), and (2) can be written If we choose log {%(e hw + 1)} so that it reduces to 0 at w = 0, we then have lim VÎ/(«) = /(*), uniformly on compact sets, if / is an entire function of exponential type (the left-hand side being defined when \h\ is sufficiently small). We also have
when/(s) is of exponential type less than ir/\h\.
Equivalence of the definitions.
We now compare our definition of V/* x with Sumner's. Since both versions satisfy (4), and coincide for integral X, and Sumner's was given only for real X, it is enough to consider the range 0 < X < 1 ; for convenience we take h > 0.
For this range, Sumner's definition is
where 0 < b < 1 -X and f(z) is of exponential type less than w/h. Representing/(z) by (1), we have ). Here we have used a definite integral quoted by Sumner (4, p. 438).
It remains to justify the change of order of integration. It is sufficient to verify that the iterated integral is absolutely convergent. Now, for fixed z and h> F(t) (e zi + e (z+h) l ) is bounded on C, so it is enough to show that
converges uniformly for t on C, where 0 < b < 1 -X. We can take C to be a circumference \t\ = (ir/h) -e, e > 0, so that
\e-hwt \ < exp{h\y\[(ir/h) -e]} = 0{e^)
with a < 7T and independent of t. Now we have Sumner raised the question of whether there is a set of values of X which are eigenvalues for Va x in the sense that for these, and only for these, there are nontrivial solutions (eigenfunctions) of V^x/(s) = 0. We have, of course, denned V/, x /(2;), when X is not a positive integer, only when/ is of exponential type less than ir/\h\, but it would be natural to extend the definition as follows. If \k\ < \h\ y and/ is of exponential type w/\h\, V^x/(s) is defined and we take (9) VÎ/C0 = lim Vlf(z) (\k\ < \h\), if the limit exists. We may, of course, lose property (4) with the extended definition. Now by (5) we have, if \k\ < \h\, v x e ±ir Z /n = j i^±i«m + x)} * e ±^» f and if 5K(X) > 0, this approaches 0 as k -» h. Thus if V/ is defined by (9), every X of positive real part is an eigenvalue and e ±iirZlh are eigenfunctions, just as they were for positive integral X. Furthermore, ze
